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Set up your load and jump in the crazy match Call of Duty. Earn killstreaks and dominate enemies while on your way to work, on the couch, or even in your bathroom with that name. Take the power, energy and explosive nature of Call of Duty with you wherever you go, in this iteration of the mobile franchise. Call of Duty
is a futuristic first-person shooter that puts you in the boots of a soldier armed to the teeth. In this iteration, there are several guns, symbols, and maps that have been stuffed into one standalone package. There are mentions of updates that will include one player and co-op, but, for now, there is a strong emphasis on
multiplayer, and it's made pretty clear with the availability of maps like Nuketown. This is the place where the team based on deathmatch made a name for themselves. A huge variety of items is important because the download setting is enabled. You can customize your personalized selection of weapons and gadgets to
take with 5000 in each shootout. With this name, you can also see the return of many game modes. This includes a team of deathmatch, dominance, flag capture, and hardpoint. With a decent connection, they all feel good and make for some great fun. The big thing, however, is incorporating a whole new way to play the
game. Battle Royale has been introduced to the franchise and it plays well on a mobile phone. Here you join up to a hundred players in the fight for survival. You can join the fight on your own, in a duet, or as an entire squad. What makes this name stand out is its incorporation of a large variety of vehicles into chaos. You
can jump into quad bikes, helicopters, tactical water rafts, and 4x4s to pass the expansive map in your quest for victory. There's something to say about the setup present in this game. As you progress with each match, the game will track your stats and record your achievements. Every murder, victory and achievement
you earn opens up new elements. These include weapons, gear, symbols, and unique pieces of equipment from the Call of Duty universe that can be incorporated into your cargo. It's fantastic, to say the least. This keeps you involved in every match, ever looking for an opportunity to improve and take steps closer to your
next award. Multiplayer finds another great way to keep you immersed. There's a rating system that also tracks your stats, and stamps your profile with progression. Every step you take, the bullet you fire, and the death you suffer is turned on on the virtual scoreboard. It all adds up to create a specific header for your
account. It's on public display. Bragging rights have always been part of the franchise, and it's more present than ever here. This is more obvious with the inclusion of clans. This is a group you can form to play the clan's top With, and take on the task of climbing leaders, unlocking items, and forcing new friends to play.
However, this system is a bit limited. There's no online multiplayer center to share with your clan, or a special place to show off your achievements. This title works very well on most devices. It requires a pretty powerful set of equipment though, and it could be something that puts off a lot of players. However, the game
presents you with a convenient and easy-to-navigate interface. Running around in multiplayer is pretty simple and shooting your enemies feels decent. Also, although key bindings are missing for obvious reasons, there is a level of customization for how you want to play. If you can't handle the default settings, there are
certain settings that you can do. You can stay away from a simple mode that automatically shoots at enemies when they appear in your crosshairs, and try advanced mode. The latter gives you more control because you have to manually shoot your weapons as you navigate through the battlefield. This traditional setting
may feel more natural for veterans. However, it's still very different from the classic mouse and keyboard setup, so it feels a little awkward no matter which settings are chosen. Where can you run this program? This game works on most Android devices. The version is not as important as the strength of the device in
question. It is also available for the iPhone. Is there a better alternative? No. This game gives you everything you need in a nervous first-person shooter. There are others that compare as Bullet Force, but it has no charm, visuals and precision that this title provides. Call of Duty really shines in this iteration. It's a small
step on a smaller screen, but it's a leap into a new, and fun way to enjoy the franchise. Its highlight is the ability to take action-packed gameplay with you anywhere in the world. As if that wasn't enough, you can even play with your friends and do it in competitive ranking matches. It has everything you need for quick
bursts of fun. Should you download it? Yes. If you're looking for a fun, action-packed, and customizable first-person shooter, this is the perfect choice. When you think of theming, it's very easy to think of root settings, from theming your navigation bar to giving each app a dark mode, whether it came with one or not. Even
my editors thought I would end up writing about root a lot when I started this way and I don't blame them. It's easy to think that the setting should be large, involved, complex and rooty. Nothing could be further from the truth. As an avid themer, I can tell you that I don't need root, satisfy my desire to sculpt my Android
experience to my taste, and so do you. I dabbled with root theming myself last year, from Xposed to RRO themes. Root themes when they they are nothing short of modern magic, but getting something running 100% at root, especially in ROMs and devices, is an eternal challenge. Root theming is a passion project that
is its own reward but often comes with a lot of heartache, headaches and obstacles. It's like keeping a puppy... that you reprogram when he misbehaves. But most of us don't want a digital puppy that may need hours of work at any time when a seemingly innocuous update breaks something. We just want a factory
window, something that takes up a bit of water every now and then and brightens up the place effortlessly between planting flowers and transplanting others. Fortunately for us, more and more of our phones are becoming more themable without resorting to the root. Android launchers used to mesh icons, box apps, and
maybe some widgets, but the launchers have evolved just like the rest of the android world has. We have smart launchers, we have simple launchers and then we have customizable launchers. From tweaking your launcher's accents to completely overhauling how you see your home screens, there are many ways to
theme your home screen and make it look exactly the way you want it to. Launchers from phone manufacturers and third parties alike are becoming more themed and more adaptable, adding gestures to do things like access shortcuts and open the app drawer. And with third-party launchers like Nova Launcher and
Action Launcher bringing in new options with each new version of Android and from flagships like Google Pixel, we can be sure that things will only get more and more customizable when it comes to theming your home screen. Getting started with Android-themed while I may not have dark themes in Google Play Music
or YouTube yet - and the sweet magic we need them - there are many apps out there that allow them to theme them to match your tastes and user interface preferences. For example, Textra will allow you to make your SMS conversations look more like iMessage, changing the style of text bubble and emoticons.
Virtually every Twitter app out there that is not an actual Twitter app allows the topic of it in some way, and most file managers do too. Check out some of our favorite apps on a theme outside of your launcher even the theming system has come a long way in the last few years. While not all phones have as reliable a
themed engine as the Samsung Galaxy S8, that doesn't mean that there are no things we can do to jazz things up. Most of the market uses on-screen navigation buttons and Samsung joined them this year, and the best part of this is that they recognized that The bar was made to be customizable! If you're used to



Samsung in the reverse world, the fury of the navigation order button has been causing for the last five years, congratulations! You can keep it! If not, we can put them back in order as Google (and almost everyone else) are designed. Don't like the standard white or or or navigation bar? You can set any color you want
for your navigation bar. This isn't limited to the Samsung Galaxy S8, but for other devices, you'll need to turn to apps like Navbar Apps that can spice up yours as a navigation bar with exciting colors, emoticons, and visualizers - although if the music visualizer is what you're after, I suggest using a uniquely customizable
and surprisingly responsive MUVI. There's so much wonderful theming out there to be done and explored, and while Root will always open up more options for you, it's not necessary. Now get out there, grab new wallpaper, and get your theme on! We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. T-
Mobile is a U.S. wireless carrier that currently has the fourth largest number of subscribers in the country. Known for its token commercial ringing and magenta color scheme, T-Mobile drives itself on the message that Uncarrier is doing what other carriers just won't do. It is well known as a cost-based option for three
other major carriers, with lower data prices and fewer usage restrictions than its competitors. Although it is no longer a subsidiary of Germany's Deutsche Telekom, DT currently owns the majority of T-Mobile's U.S. shares. After a failed attempt to be acquired by ATT in late 2011, T-Mobile received a huge amount of
money and spectrum holdings as part of a $4 billion deal. Using that money and change of leadership from the carrier, T-Mobile quickly turned around to start getting customers and posting small profits for the first time in years. From 2012 to 2014, it launched and quickly deployed the LTE network, quickly bringing it to
speed in terms of technology and coverage with other carriers. Part of that expansion came with the purchase of MetroPCS, a smaller regional carrier that brought more customers to a new spectrum and subsequently made T-Mobile a public company through the merger. In terms of network technology, T-Mobile
operates the GSM and LTE network through 700 MHz, 1900 MHz and a combined 1700/2100 MHz (also known as AWS) frequency. During its extensive LTE expansion during 2013, T-Mobile shifted its range of holdings in a way that better aligned itself with the ATT network card, making it easier for this carrier's
customers to bring their phones to T-Mobile without problems. While it has made huge strides in terms of coverage in recent years, T-Mobile has often dinged - both customers and rival carriers - for its lack of broad rural coverage across the country. We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more.
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